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Choosing the Best Miele VaCuuM

aBout us

aBout Miele VaCuuMs

“At All About Vacuums, we sell stuff that actually works.”
This belief has remained true since the day we opened our doors. All About Vacuums is not an
ordinary vacuum company. As a family-owned and operated business, we combine expertise in the 
field with 35 years of service to our local community and customers across the nation. All About
Vacuums offers a wide range of machines that always match Internet prices. But more importantly, 
our team’s unparalleled customer service gets to the heart of what drives your decision. Our

personalized approach ensures you choose the right vacuum without worrisome buyer’s remorse. 

As the translation implies, Miele vacuums are “forever better.” When choosing a vacuum,
you need a brand you can trust – that’s why All About Vacuums recommends Miele for all
your vacuuming needs.
A true leader in the field, Miele has consistently produced premium products since 1899. With all 
vacuums backed by a Good Housekeeping Seal, Miele is a dependablecompanythat is well-regard-
ed by customers and the wider industry. All About Vacuums knows Miele is at the top of the pack, 
and that’s why we want to make sure you choose the right model. 
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seleCting the Right 
VaCuuM foR YouR 
hoMe and lifestYle

Picking the right vacuum shouldn’t be
overwhelming. Let us make your decision 
easier with a few helpful guidelines. When 
visiting the All About Vacuums store, the 
team asks specific questions that help to 
reveal which vacuum you need. We are
replicating this process below so you can 
enjoy the same personalized experience
you receive on-site. Here are our
recommendations.

asthMa and alleRgY suffeReRs
Low-quality vacuums simply circulate rather than absorb debris. But those who suffer from allergies 
and asthma need relief, not more dust. So why waste time with vacuums that blow around more 
dirt than they inhale?

Miele’s Air Clean Sealed System technology ensures that dirt stays in the vacuum, not in the room.
All Miele vacuums come with High Efficiency Particulate Air (HEPA) bags, which prevent dust
emissions from the vacuum exhaust so you are not breathing in contaminated air. Some models 
also include HEPA filters, and those that do not can be purchased as an additional enhancement to 
your vacuum.

Capturing and containing almost 99.99% of allergens, we recommend 
those suffering from allergies choose the Miele Complete C3 Marin 
canister vacuum. Suitable for a variety of locations, the Complete C3 
Marin comes with an Electro Comfort Electrobrush for cleaning low to 
medium-pile carpeting and a Parquet Twister Floorbrush for cleaning 
smooth services. The telescopic, stainless steel wand and long
electrical cord, with automatic rewind, provide an
impressive cleaning radius of 36 feet. 

www.allaboutvacuums2.com/complete-c3-marin-powerline-sgje0.html
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Allergens are not just found on the floor. Miele vacuums offer a variety of attachments so you can 
remove dust in hard-to-reach places. Miele’s Complete C3 Marin features several handy accessories, 
including a dusting brush, upholstery tool, and crevice nozzle. Choosing the vacuum that best
absorbs aggravating particles can provide much-needed comfort to allergy and asthma sufferers. 

ChildRen and Pet loVeRs

CaRPeted flooRs

As any dog or cat owner knows, pet hair can be difficult to remove from
carpeting and hardwood floors. Both children and pets are constantly
crawling on the floor and exploring. Make sure the ground is clean so
children don’t inhale and dirt or mold into their little lungs.
All About Vacuums recommends the Miele U1 Cat&Dog – SHBE0 upright 
vacuum for environments with small mischief-makers.

With 1,200 watts of suction power, this vacuum captures stubborn pet hair 
and particles throughout your home. A turbobrush and odor filter ensure 
that your ground not only looks great, but smells great too. In a house with 
kids, vacuuming regularly is essential. Don’t take any chances on the health 
of your children, or sacrifice a clean home for the sake of your furry friend.  

Carpeting provides many benefits, such as warmth and sound absorption. But carpeting also
requires more maintenance and attention than hardwood floors. Miele vacuums are well-equipped 
to clean even the thickest, most luxurious carpets. 

For a clean carpet, we recommend the Miele Complete C3 Kona canister
vacuum. With 6 variable power settings and a 33-foot cleaning radius, the 
Kona is a versatile, high-performance selection.

The silence motor, lightweight skeletal construction, and deluxe ergonomic 
handle with brush head controls ensure functionality with ease.
The Miele Complete C3 Kona works especially well for medium and
high-pile carpeting. 

Carpets are a comfortable addition to any household, but they require 
high-functioning vacuums to stay hygienic for your family. We are confident 
Miele vacuums are up to the task.

www.allaboutvacuums2.com/dynamic-u1-cat-dog-shbe0.html
www.allaboutvacuums2.com/complete-c3-kona-powerline-sgfe0.html
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haRdwood flooRs

use in sMall sPaCes

Hardwood floors require a gentler touch than carpets. The surface is 
smoother, and there are less layers to penetrate. But this does not mean 
you can use a low-quality device and expect a high-quality clean. If you 
have hardwood floors, we recommend the excellent Miele Compact C1 
Pure Suction canister vacuum. 

Featuring an AirClean sealed system and a telescopic stainless steel 
wand, this vacuum smoothly glides over hardwood floors and keeps 
the air fresh at the same time. While it is recommended for hardwood 
floors, the Compact C1 Pure Suction tackles area rugs and short-pile 
carpeting as well. Operating on 1200 watts with a 29.5-foot radius, this 
vacuum does not sacrifice power in eliminating the dirt on your floor. 

If are short on space but still want to make sure your floors are
impeccably clean, choose the Miele Swing H1 Quickstep
PowerLine - SAAO0. This high-suction stick vacuum cleaner is an
efficient device with a 9-meter operating radius and quick-release
power cord. Lightweight and easy to maneuver, this vacuum has an
AirClean filter and 1,000-watt suction power that offer a great clean
in a compact package. 

The last thing anyone in tight quarters needs is a clunky vacuum that
is difficult to put away. The Miele Swing H1 Quickstep Powerline takes 
up minimal storage room, meaning you can make the most of your 
location. 

hands-fRee oPeRation
The intelligent Miele Scout RX1 Red - SJQL0 robot vacuum cleaner uses 
cutting-edge technology to give your rooms a hands-free clean.
Boasting a Smart Navigation system, the device reaches even the
toughest nooks and crannies through a combination of sweeping, 
brushing, and vacuuming. With Advanced Corner Cleaning and an
extremely long battery life, this robot vacuum can clean rooms
of all size. 

www.allaboutvacuums2.com/compact-c1-pure-suction.html
www.allaboutvacuums2.com/compact-c1-pure-suction.html
www.allaboutvacuums2.com/swing-h1-quickstep-powerline.html
www.allaboutvacuums2.com/swing-h1-quickstep-powerline.html
www.allaboutvacuums2.com/scout-rx1-red.html
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The dependable Timer feature means you don’t even have to be home to vacuum your house.
The Furniture Protection Technology prevents the device from colliding into obstacles, so it can 
focus on successfully tidying your floors. Good things come in small packages - choose the modern 
Miele Scout robot vacuum for a simple, fuss-free clean.  

PReMiuM PeRfoRManCe
If you are looking for a vacuum with an all-around premium
performance, look no further than the Miele Complete C3 Brilliant 
PowerLine canister vacuum. First-rate features include a comfort handle 
with its own integrated controls, a park system with automatic
switch-off, LED lighting, and maximum air hygiene with the HEPA
clean filter.  

Switch the Miele Complete C3 Brilliant PowerLine to the unique
silent setting, so you don’t have to worry about disturbing anyone else 
in the house. Vacuum in style with the exclusive Bronze Pearl Finish in 
matte lacquer with chrome trim. With castor wheels and three-point 
maneuverability, this agile device is gentle on floors but tough on dirt. 
The Miele Complete C3 Brilliant PowerLine is an exceptional long-term 
investment in keeping your home spotless. 

to review, these are the vacuums that we recommend based on your area of concern:

asthma and allergy sufferers  Miele Complete C3 Marin Canister Vacuum

Children and Pet lovers   Miele u1 Cat&dog – shBe0 upright Vacuum

Carpeted floors    Miele Complete C3 Kona Canister Vacuum

hardwood floors    Miele Compact C1 Pure suction Canister Vacuum

use in small spaces    Miele swing h1 Quickstep Powerline - saao0 stick Vacuum

hands-free operation   Miele scout RX1 Red – sJQl0 Robot Vacuum

Premium Performance   Miele Complete C3 Brilliant Powerline Canister Vacuum

ConCern    reCommended model

www.allaboutvacuums2.com/complete-c3-brilliant-powerline-sgpe0.html
www.allaboutvacuums2.com/complete-c3-brilliant-powerline-sgpe0.html
www.allaboutvacuums2.com/complete-c3-marin-powerline-sgje0.html
www.allaboutvacuums2.com/dynamic-u1-cat-dog-shbe0.html
www.allaboutvacuums2.com/complete-c3-kona-powerline-sgfe0.html
www.allaboutvacuums2.com/compact-c1-pure-suction.html
www.allaboutvacuums2.com/swing-h1-quickstep-powerline.html
www.allaboutvacuums2.com/scout-rx1-red.html
www.allaboutvacuums2.com/complete-c3-brilliant-powerline-sgpe0.html
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tiPs foR VaCuuMing

Now that you know which Miele vacuum best suits your needs, make sure you are vacuuming
effectively. Here are some quick tips to consider: 

Follow a regular vacuuming schedule.
Your vacuum is only a good investment if 
you make the most of it, so be sure to use 
the machine regularly to keep your house
as clean as possible.

Change the bag or empty the canister
consistently. The vacuum cannot easily pick 
up new debris if the filter is obstructed. As a 
rule, change your bag once it is over 75% full. 

Remove objects from the floor prior to
vacuuming. If you clear space ahead of time 
you’ll make it easier to travel when using
the vacuum, and you won’t risk small
objects being picked up or damaged by
the machine. 

If you have a HEPA vacuum, keep it running 
a few minutes after you finish cleaning.
This will give the vacuum more time to
absorb dust in the air before it lands back
on the floor. 

Take advantage of the attachments on your 
vacuum for especially hard-to-reach places. 
Vacuums don’t only clean your floors – with 
the right attachment you can clean furniture 
and other parts of your room all at the same 
time.
 
Dust before you vacuum. It sounds obvious, 
but you don’t want dust to fall back onto 
your clean surfaces. 

Make multiple passes of the carpet or floor 
to make sure you are fully catching the dirt. 
This may not be necessary when vacuuming 
an area rug – however, you should vacuum 
the center of the area rug more than the 
outside so you don’t damage the edging. 

Try vacuuming carpets more slowly if you
notice a lot of wear and tear. This will
minimize potential damage to the carpet. 

Choose the right setting based on the height 
of the surface you are vacuuming –
hardwood and carpets have different heights 
requirements to ensure the best results. 
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shiPPing and RetuRns
At All About Vacuums, we want you to be 100% satisfied with your purchase. The number one
reason customers return a vacuum is because they bought the wrong type for the problem they 
were looking to address. If this is the reason for your dissatisfaction, give us a call and we can point 
you in a better direction. Should your vacuum become damaged, call us or visit the store - we can 
guide you and facilitate the repairs on-site. We give you honest advice and try to solve your problem 
at a lower cost before you buy a new model. 

We offer free shipping on orders over $50, and free overnight shipping for Miele vacuums.
We accept returns within 30 days of invoicing. See our website for complete details regarding
our terms and conditions. 

in ConClusion
A quality vacuum is an investment in the health of your family and the beauty of your home. The 
right vacuum makes your life easier, and is a pleasure to operate. All About Vacuums highly
recommends Miele vacuums for their quality, usability, and consistently outstanding performance.
If you have any questions or concerns, or would like to learn more about a specific model, please 
give us a call. We really are here to help you. At All About Vacuums, we sell stuff that actually works 
–your satisfaction is our number one priority. 

http://www.allaboutvacuums.com/products/terms-and-conditions

